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BOY150 Knots and Lashing (2 hrs)
Learn all the knots and lashings in the new Boy Scout requirements. Learn to teach them and 

build real projects at camp.
8:40 to 10:30 Sci-8

Charles Hoffman
Richard Calvert

BOY130 Quality Decision Making for Adults
Quality decisions occur when a structured process is used.   Learn how to use the Decision 

Quality (DQ) process in the committee, with other scout leaders and the youth leaders.  
Even applicable in personal and business decisions.   An interactive program

8:40 to 9:30 E-4
Brian Putt

Chris Spetzler

BOY120 Y01 - Boy Scout Youth Protection The official BSA Youth Protection training -- for Credit! 8:40 to 9:30 Sci-6 Gary Baysmore

BOY140 Scouting and the LDS Church
Learn some of the unique difference of Scouting within the LDS church.  Discussion on 

budgeting, support, resources and other valuable information.
8:40 to 9:30 Sci-7 Richard Westover

BOY240 WS10 - Troop Committee Challenge
The Troop Committee Challenge is designed for troop committees and becomes the course 

(along with Youth Protection training) team committee members need to be considered 
“trained.”

9:40 to 11:50 Sci-7 Richard Westover

BOY210 S24 - SM & ASM Leadership (5 hrs)
This course will provides Scoutmasters with the basic information and tools they need to 

lead successful Boy Scout troops.
9:40 to 4:00 Sci-3 John Bird

BOY330 1st Class In 12-18 Months
Baden Powell considered a First Class Scout trained. Get ideas on how to keep your Scouts 

on task and help them be a First Class Scout in 12 to 18 months.
11:00 to 11:50 E-4 Bill Bain

BOY350 Teaching Boy Scouts First Aid How to teach basic first aid to Boy Scouts 11:00 to 11:50 Sci-8 Melissa Berg

BOY430 The Magic of Campfire - Lasting Memories!
Stunts, Skits, Songs -- Pizzazz. A campfire that POPS, Sizzles, is fun and memorable is 

achievable -- come learn how!
1:10 to 2:00 E-4 Mike Fujimoto 

BOY420 Norther Tier & Florida Sea Base - what to expect What to expect when your Troop decides to attend Northern Tier or Flordia Sea Base 1:10 to 2:00 Sci-6 Steve Conn

BOY440 SPL & SM
Learn how Scoutmasters best communicate with current and future Senior Patrol Leaders in 

their respective roles to best support a strong Boy-Led troop.
1:10 to 2:00 Sci-7 Phil Avery T726

BOY450 Eagle Project Coach
Boy Scouting was founded on the giving service to your community. This course will give you 

ideas for Eagle service projects and how to organize them.
1:10 to 2:00 Sci-8 Pete Carpenter

BOY460
Courts of Honor,Ceremonies,
Interfaith Worship Services

Why ceremonies are an important part of scouting at all levels. We will discuss common 
features of effective and meaningful ceremonies and take a look at some examples.

1:10 to 2:00 E-10 Lee Amon

BOY530 Understanding the OA and Troop Relationship

Answers the question: why should I care about youth from my unit participating in the Order 
of the Arrow? Explore the unique leadership opportunities and trainings that exist for 

members of the Order of the Arrow. Also learn of the highly subsidized Philmont, Northern 
Tier, and Florida Seabase programs for members of the Order of the Arrow.

2:10 to 3:00 E-4
Rob Wong
Ryan Berry

BOY540 Successful Patrol Leader Conferences
Learn MEETING PLANNING, and tips on how to COMMUNICATE with your SPL. Want to 

make those PLC’S more effective? This is the place for you!
2:10 to 3:00 Sci-7 Vijayalaxmi Hegde

BOY550 Gizmos and Gadgets
Camping gear doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg. Don't be limited to online shopping or 
the big box outdoor / fishing / hunting stores. Find out about how you can make, scrounge, 

hack, recycle, repurpose great gear for pennies.
2:10 to 3:00 Sci-8 Phil Okada

BOY570 D76 - Merit Badge Counselor (2 hrs)

(two sessions) Basic training and more information for all Merit Badges Councilors. This 
session will give pointers on the mechanics of counseling and motivating your Scouts to the 
successful completion of a merit badge. Learn the BSA rules and guidelines for merit badge 

counselors.

2:10 to 4:00 N-10 Diane Supplick

BOY630 Successful Annual Unit Planning
This annual event is the most important planning session you have. It can make or break 
your unit. How to create a unit plan for the year that incorporates Fun, Safety, Outdoor 

Adventure, Advancement, the desires of the boys, and the guidance of the adult leadership.
3:10 to 4:00 E-4

Will Morisaki
T154 Youth

BOY640 Meaningful Scoutmaster Conferences & BoR
What’s the difference between a Scoutmaster Conference and a Board of Review?  A LOT!!!  
Come find how each is supposed to be an effective and meaningful time for a scout and the 

adults in the scouting program.  And how to get the most out of these conversations.
3:10 to 4:00 Sci-7 Zurvhvon Maloof

BOY650 Life to Eagle Mid-Life Crisis
Too often Life Scouts lose interest, don’t complete those last few requirements, and never 
make Eagle.  This panel of experienced Scouters will give you ideas on how to keep scouts 

focused and motivated to the end.  Please come with questions. 
3:10 to 4:00 Sci-8

Tom Preston
Mark Maloy

Larry Seymour
Stephen Will
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CUB120 Cub Scout Den Leader Specific Training (2 hrs)
(2 sessions) Learn how to be an effective Den Leader, and how to plan ahead for your 

meetings.
8:40 to 10:30 Sci-4

Rich Riley
Luis Izaguirre

CUB110 Advanced Cubmaster Training (3 hrs)

(3 sessions)  Now that you've taken the Cubmaster Specifics, you're ready for Cubmaster X!  
This is a course developed by Cubmasters for Cubmasters who want to take their game to 

the next level. Learn about: Advanced Pack Meeting Techniques, Recruiting Scouts and 
Adults, How to Form Tiger Dens, Skills of Successful Cubmasters, the Cubmaster's Ten 

Essentials and more!

8:40 to 11:50 E-10 Phil Weiss                                             

CUB130 Beyond the Webelos to Boy Scout transition process
Learn how to get access to the resources within the Pack, Troop and District to complete the 

Arrow of Light requirements, to stay informed about outdoor activities with the troops.
8:40 to 9:30 E-7 Keith Packard

CUB230 Religious Emblems Learn how the boys can earn their Religious Emblems 9:40 to 10:30 E-7 Euan Ramsay

CUB320 Cub Scout Cubmaster Specific Training Learn how to be an effective Cubmaster, and how to plan ahead for your meetings. 11:00 to 11:50 Sci-4
Rich Riley

Luis Izaguirre

CUB420 Pack Committee Challenge (2 hrs)
(2 sessions) Learn how a pack is suppose to be run. Learn who all the team players and their 

responisiblities are
1:10 to 3:00 Sci-4

Rich Riley
Luis Izaguirre
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GEN130 Outdoor Ethics Guide Orientation (3 hrs)

This course will cover the four components of Outdoor Ethics Guide training; (for youth and 
adults in Scouting): 1/ the technical skills for minimizing or eliminating impacts; 2/ the 

awareness of impacts and associated ethical decision making process; 3/ effective training 
techniques for teaching and 4/ General training on the role of a youth leader within a troop.

8:40 to 11:50 E-5
Yoshiko Bertetta

Bill Nay

GEN140 Dutch Oven Cooking  (3 hrs)
(3 sessions) This course covers the basics of Dutch Oven cooking. Learn how to care for and 

cook in a Dutch Oven.
8:40 to 11:50 OUTDOORS

Larry Peck
Robert Cook

GEN110 D71 - Training the Charter Org. Rep.

One of the most important members of any scout unit is the Charter Organization 
Representative. This course will teach the new Representative what his or her duties are, 

what Scouting requires of them, how to best serve as a liason between the Charter 
Organization and scout unit.

8:40 to 9:30 Sci-9 Tom Sims

GEN250 Introducing the New Online Registration System What is it, what can it do, and what good is it to our Pack, Troop or Crew? 9:40 to 10:30 Sci-6 Steve Conn

GEN210 Shooting Sports for your Unit
How to conduct a successful shooting sports event with your Troop or Crew, with an 

emphasis on the changing regulatory restrictions.
9:40 to 10:30 Sci-9 Jason Lewis

GEN350 My.Scouting Platform and Tools Overview of the my.scouting platform and all the tools within it 11:00 to 11:50 Sci-6 Steve Conn

GEN310
Scoutbook -- Serving the Program Through 

Technology
Latest updates from the Council Technology Committee, including the availability and 

functionality of the Scoutbook platform.
11:00 to 11:50 Sci-9 Michael Miller

GEN430 Duct Tape 101
Learn the 'know how' of working with Duct Tape. Make a pouch, a tote bag, any number of 

fun accessories. Please bring a roll of gray duct tape and a roll of your favorite color duct 
tape to share.

1:10 to 2:00 E-5 Michelle Rodriguez

GEN420 So You Volunteered to Be Advancement Chair
What do you do?  How do you do it?  Tips for getting a handle on one of the troop or pack 

committee's most important jobs.
1:10 to 2:00 N-11 Orinda Weiss

GEN520 Introduction to Internet Advancement How to track advancement in your Troop or Pack, using Scouting's set of online tools. 2:10 to 3:00 N-11 Orinda Weiss

GEN550 Making the "Journey" to "Excellence
In this practical workshop you will learn just what this JTE is all about, and you will walk awat 

with a draft of your unit score in hand.
2:10 to 3:00 Sci-6 Steve Conn

GEN510 Modeling the Scout Oath and Law
A moderated forum that will focus on shared ideas and best practices for fostering an 
environment where Scouting's ideals can flourish in an era of increasing intolerance.

2:10 to 3:00 Sci-9 Tom Sims

GEN530 Fun with Paracord (2 hrs)

Learn "hands-on" about an interesting craft by creating two survival bracelets called the 
"Fishtail" and "Shark Jaw Bone" out of paracord.   Paracord and other items will be supplied 

in class.  Bring $5.00 to pay for paracord supplies.  Or you can purchase paracord on site 
from our Scout Shop representatives.

2:10 to 4:00 E-5 Joanne Louie

GEN620
Managing Your Pack or Troop with Troopmaster 

Software
Troopmaster Software is the most popular and widely used Scout Management product line -

- come to this session and find out why.
3:10 to 4:00 N-11 Orinda Weiss

GEN660 Scouting with Disabilities

There is a wide range of Scouts with Disabilities, from ADHD (use modifications) to severely 
disabled (there are actions you can take to get the scout certified as disabled, which qualifies 

him for certain exemptions).  What we cover will be based on the questions from those 
taking the course.

3:10 to 4:00 Sci-4 Joyce Wilson

GEN610 How to increase Parental Involvement
Wrap up your day by participating in this moderated discussion featuring a panel of adults 

form all levels and programs of Bay Area Scouting.
3:10 to 4:00 Sci-9

Lee Amon
Pack/Troop/Crew/District 

Panel
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JUN110 C31 - Den Chief Training  (4 hrs)

(4 sessions) *** 35 Attendees Max *** Learn how to work with Pack leaders and their dens, 
to develop skills that motivate young Scouts to Do Their Best, and to help prepare Webelos 
Scouts for Boy Scouting. Discusses the den chief’s relationship to the adult den leaders.  Our 
experienced staff of Den Chiefs and adult leaders will show how YOU can demonstrate your 

skills and share your enthusiasm for the Boy Scout program.

35 8:40 to 2:00 N-10
Mike Allison

Lorraine Ferguson

JUN240 Quality Decision Making for Scouts
Learning to be a leader is one of scouting’s objectives.   Learn the Decision Quality (DQ) 

processes that you can use in the troop, your patrol, or home to make actionable quality 
decisions.  An interactive program. 

9:40 to 10:30 E-4
Brian Putt

Chris Spetzler

JUN330 Rope Making
Ever wonder what it takes to make rope?  Would you like to make your own rope-making 

machine? Sign up for this interactive class.
11:00 to 11:50 E-3 Hap Velleno

JUN430 Rope Making
Ever wonder what it takes to make rope?  Would you like to make your own rope-making 

machine?  Sign up for this interactive class.
1:10 to 2:00 E-3 Hap Velleno

JUN420 Entrepreneurship (2 hrs)

(2 sessions) *** SIGNED BLUE CARD REQUIRED!!!  In these sessions you will learn about 
identifying opportunities, creating and evaluating business ideas, and determining how 

practical your ideas might be.  Some requirements may need additional work and followup 
counseling.

1:10 to 3:00 E-9 Phil Weiss

JUN630 Leading scouting with Disabilities

There is a wide range of Scouts with Disabilities, from ADHD and scouts on the autism 
spectrum to physically disabled scouts.  This course will give you, the Patrol Leader, Senior 
Patrol Leader, or Assistant Senior Patrol Leader, tips for leading these scouts that will help 

both you and them.

3:10 to 4:00 E-7 Dave Phair
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OUT120 Basic Navigation w/ Compass (2 hrs)
 (2 sessions) So, how do I use this thing? Learn the basics of the compass and how to use it. 
Learn about declination and how to orient your map. This course is aimed at those wishing 

to obtain a basic orientation to the compass.
8:40 to 10:30 Sci-5 Rick Romine

OUT110 Intro to Fly Fishing (3 hrs)

Have you always wanted to try Fly Fishing ?  This class is for you and it’s free !!!

This course is an initial introduction into Fly Fishing.  

The class will run approximately 3 hrs and will touch on brief insights into the following 
topics to get you out on the water quickly and also provide references and resources to 

learn more.
Topics will include

- Safety( bring safety glasses if you have them )
- Fly Fishing equipment

- Basic knots
- How to read rivers stream and lakes - where are the fish and what are they eating

- The basics of casting 

8:40 to 11:50 N-4 Dave Fontaine

OUT130 Lightweight Backpacking
Find out about the tips, tricks, and latest gear to reduce your backpack weight without 

reducing your comfort level.  
8:40 to 9:30 N-1 Chad Hamilton

OUT230 Planning and Preparing Backpack Meals (2 hrs)
(2 Sessions) Learn how to plan, shop for and prepare tasty trail meals for your back country 

adventures ***Class attendance is limited to 25***
25 09:40 to 11:50 N-1 Paul Nakao

OUT340 Basic Backpacking Equipment 
This session discusses the starter equipment for a Scout or Adult new to Backpacking.  The 
instructor will cover the general equipment one can expect to have on the trail and answer 

questions about gear in general
11:00 to 11:50 E-7 Howard Harter

OUT320 Setting Up a Compass Course Now that you have learned to use a compass - test you skills on our compass course 11:00 to 11:50 Sci-5 Rick Romine

OUT440 Basic Backpacking
So you volunteered for a backpacking adventure -- here are the fundamental things you 

need to know!
1:10 to 2:00 E-7 Howard Harter

OUT410 Eve on the Trail
(For Women Only) So you want to try some more adventurous outings with the Troop .. now 
how do you prepare?  What should you expect and bring?  Do you need equipment designed 

for women?
1:10 to 2:00 N-4 Melissa Yarms

OUT430 Introduction to GPS for Troops, Teams, Crews
You have one in your car but do you need one in the woods? How to use them, what to look 

for in a Scout friendly unit (along with tips on how do you teach Scouts to use them)
1:10 to 2:00 N-1 Hank Helmholz

OUT420 Planning a 50-miler
Whether your passion is hiking, cycling, paddling or horseback riding, this session covers how 

to achieve the coveted BSA 50 Miler award patch, and have fun while doing it.
1:10 to 2:00 Sci-5 Rick Romine

OUT540 How to Survive Philmont Tips and tricks to make trail life easier and smoother.  Training `strategies and gear selection. 2:10 to 3:00 E-7 Howard Harter

OUT530 Geocaching   (2 hrs)
 (2 sessions) Now that you have learned about using a GPS, learn about this new sport and 

test your new skills in finding one of several caches.
2:10 to 4:00 N-1 Brian Tudor

OUT520 Strategies for a succesful Thru-Hike
Whether it's the 93 mile Wonderland Trail, the 211 mile John Muir Trail, or the 2,650 mile 

Pacific Crest Trail, explore how to plan any long distance hike.  Topics include permits, light 
weight gear, resupply considerations and safety.

2:10 to 4:00 Sci-5 Rick Romine
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VEN110 Venturing Leader Specific (2+ hrs)

 (3 sessions)  "Every Venturer deserves a trained leader".  Developed for Venturing Advisors, 
Associate Advisors, and Crew Committee Members, this training incorporates Venturing's 
current adult leader training.  Venturing Leader Specific Training can be completed in one 

day, after which the leader is considered trained.  This training will detail such things as 
advancement, youth leadership, and how to run an effective Crew.  The third hour we will 

discuss why you should start a Venturing Crew.

8:40 to 11:50 E-11 Lee Amon 

VEN140
Youth Protection in Venturing and Personal Safety 

Awareness
Topics covered include the BSA's Youth Protection policies, kinds of abuse, signs of abuse, 

how to respond to disclosure of abuse, and proper reporting procedures.
8:40 to 9:30 E-9 Janet Cooper

VEN410 Crew Committee Challenge  Learn how to help manage a crew and specific training for Venture Crew Committee 
members.

1:10 to 2:00 E-11 Stacy J. Fox-Myers

VEN530 How the Youth Want to Run Their Crew A Youth led class learning discussion of various Venturing topics for youth and and adults 2:10 to 3:00 E-10 Kavin Varadh (Crew 269)

VEN630 How to Run a Super Activity
This fun-filled interactive class leads you through the step-by-step process of planning, 

organizing, and leading a Crew Super-event that appeals to all crew members.
3:10 to 4:00 E-10 Kavin Varadh (Crew 269)

Venturing College


